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- Boundary Layer Separation & Wall Heat Transfer
- Spreading rate
• Modeling
Account for Compressibility Effects
on Turbulence
• Numerics
Compare 1-point Closures on Identical Solver
1.3. METHOD
• 1-Point Closures: from EVM to Second-Order Closures
• Dynamical Compressibility Effects
• 3D / Finite Volume Approach
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I It TURBULENCE MODELING I
1. Closure Levels
2. Compressibility EfFects














(Turbulent Kinetic Energy Sink)














_d --< pd >
- Zeman (acoustic model)'
- Sarkar et al.
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Response of turbuJence kinetic energy" to the passage through shock
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• Oscillation increases with Shock Strength
(Dolling)
• Oscillation increases with Separation Region




Oscillation Caused by (?):
• "Breathing" of Separation Region
• Vortex Bursting
in Incoming Boundary Layer
(Dolling)
II.3.3. Shock Oscillation Modeling
• Parametrized Source Terms
in Normal RS Evolution Equation
(gradient activated)





3. Validation Procedure / Results














































Incompressible / Compressible: an additive approach
• Baldwin-Lomax
• k-Epsilon / k-Epsilon-S: B.C's
• Second-Order Closures
Boundary Conditions: Wall-Functions
III.3. Validation Procedure / Results
• Calibration against simple well-documented
flows (flat plate, jet )












- 2D _ 3D
- More Complex Wall Functions
- Realizability Conditions (SOC)
• Modeling
- Refinement of Existing Models (_d , < pd >)
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Homogeneous Turbulence (R) / RSC / Mach=0.5
Downstream Evolution
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